Design & Develop
Get answers to your MongoDB setup and development questions.

Prior to the engagement
You will fill out a questionnaire with:

- details of your application and relevant user stories / data access patterns.
- any specific questions on MongoDB setup and connectivity, schema design basics, query and index structure.

A MongoDB consulting engineer will review the information you provide to prepare advice tailored to your specific application.

During the engagement
Up to 2 hours on a video conference with a MongoDB consulting engineer. The total span of the consulting engagement is 4 hours.

After the engagement
At the end of the consulting engagement, you will receive a brief bullet-point summary of key recommendations and answers to questions arising during the consult.
Get answers to your development questions and build a foundation for successful application design.

Prior to the engagement

You will fill out a questionnaire with:

- details of your application and relevant user stories / data access patterns.
- any specific questions on MongoDB set up and connectivity, schema design basics, query and index structure.

A MongoDB consulting engineer will review the information you provide to prepare advice tailored to your specific application.

During the engagement

Up to 4 hours in total, in one day, on video conferences with a MongoDB consulting engineer. The total span of the consulting engagement is 8 hours.

After the engagement

At the end of the consulting engagement, you will receive a brief bullet-point summary of key recommendations and answers to questions arising during the consult.
Design & Develop: Accelerate

FLEX CONSULTING  4 UNITS

Design your app with MongoDB best practices and get a short schema design report.

Prior to the engagement
You will fill out a questionnaire with:
- details of your application and relevant user stories / data access patterns.
- any specific questions on MongoDB design and development, including schema design best practices, query structure and indexing strategy, query and index optimization, using advanced features of MongoDB products.

A MongoDB consulting engineer will review the information you provide to prepare advice tailored to your specific application.

During the engagement
Up to 8 hours in total on video conferences with a MongoDB consulting engineer over 2 consecutive days.

After the engagement
Within 5 business days, you will receive a report that summarizes the application requirements and provides schema and query design recommendations.
Leverage MongoDB experts to construct a comprehensive schema design for your application.

Prior to the engagement
You will fill out a questionnaire with:

- details of your application and relevant user stories / data access patterns.
- any specific questions on MongoDB design and development, including schema design best practices, query structure and indexing strategy, query and index optimization, using advanced features of MongoDB products, data management strategy, driver configuration and usage.

A MongoDB consulting engineer will review the information you provide to prepare advice tailored to your specific application.

During the engagement
Up to 16 hours in total on video conferences with a MongoDB consulting engineer over 4 consecutive days.

After the engagement
Within 5 business days, you will receive a detailed report that includes a description of the application requirements and corresponding schema design, with a sample document from each planned collection, example queries and write operations, and proposed indexes.